periodically in a sequence /i,..., f m . We assume that ¿1 = max(^i,..., ¿ m ). The basic properties of the sets of sequences generated by such nets will be given. The periodicity problem of these sets will be considered too. Now we are able to state the decomposition problem. Given ¿-register Rk (¿ > 2) which is defined by means of a transition graph Gk we have to decide is there a partition {Pi,..., P n } {n > 1) of the transition graph Gk such that every Pi (1 < i < m) is a transition graph of any k-net of with 1 < ki < k for all 1 < i < m.
The decidability of this problem will be shown. A necessary and sufficient condition for a ¿-register Rk (k > 1) to be decomposable will be given, too.
The set of all positive integers will be denoted by N and its elements by lower case Latin letters i,j,k,m,n,p,q. Let A be a finite alphabet (|A| > 2) and A k (k > 1) -the ¿-tli Cartesian product of A. Elements of A k will be denoted by lower case Latin letters x,y,z (possibly with subscripts). For x = Xi,...,Xk G A k and 1 < i < j< k, x[t,j] will denote the restricted sequence Xi,..., Xj. Let A w denote the set of all infinite sequences over A. The elements and the subsets of A w will be denoted by T,U,V,W and E,F (possibly with subscripts), respectively. For T € A" and E e l(T) and \E\ denote the length of T and the cardinality of E.
For 
The class SAf% of the sequential fc-nets of shift-registers
Let us start at the beginning with the description of an activity of the technical arrangements which are called the sequential ¿-nets of shift registers. Every such ¿-net of SAf^ (will be denoted as SN^) consists of the memory with ¿j cells (we assume that ¿i = max^j,..., k m ) and of m feedback functions of A ki into A). Additionally SN£ is equipped with a control h which assigns to every moment p+ 1, (p > 0), a unique feedback function fi : A ki -> A which will be used to obtain a new state y (the content of all ¿1 cells) with respect to the actual state x. Such a state y is formed from x in the following way. The content of the last ¿, cells is moved one place leftwards and simultaneously the value /¿(x) is located in the ¿i-th cell.
Obviously an activity of every ¿-net can be described by a directed labelled graph -a trasition graph of SNOn the other hand every ¿-net can be uniquely characterized by the set of righthand side infinite sequences over A which are generable by it. Now let us introduce the formal definitions. Only periodic ¿-nets will be taken into account.
Properties of the ¿-definable sets
A necessary and sufficient condition for a nonempty set E € A u to be definable by any periodic sequential ¿-net will be given. At the beginning let us introduce an auxiliary notion. Proof. Proof of necessity is obvious. For the proof of sufficiency let us assume that the conditions (2) and (3) 
A nonempty set

nonempty set E C A" is k-definable if and ojily if for each one-to-one mapping g of A into A the set {g(t\), g(t2), • • • € A" : hi hi • • • £ E} is k-definable.
THEOREM 3.2. Let SNg be an arbitrary k-net of SJ^f^. Then all sequences generable by are almost periodic and the maximal period length is less than or equal to |.A| fcl + 1-|/l| fcm .
Proof. Let -(A,(fi, ...,/m)oo)be an arbitrary A:-net of SJV % and T its generable sequence. Let us consider the cases:
As has been show in [4] that in the case (4) the period length of T is less than or equal to TO * Let us consider a case (5). Let us see that the period length of T is maximal if this period contains of all elements of A k *' (1 < i < TO) whose distance are p*m(p = 1,..., k). Then it is obvious that X^ili I-•
The problem is how can the feedback functions be like for all sequences generable by a ¿-net SN% to be periodic. We are able to give a partial answer on the above question relating to the class of so called periodic (k, m)-nets (these ones are the periodic ¿-nets such that ki -kj = k for all 1 < i < j < TO). The condition (7) is neither necessary nor sufficient for all sequences generable by SN£ to be periodic. Let us see on the Example 2.2 and the following one. 
Periodicity problem for the class VSNfc
The new periodicity problem for the class VSN£ can be stated as follows:
An arbitrily given periodic k-net SN% we have to decide if all sequences generable by him are periodic.
It will by proved that this problem is decidable. 
Decomposition problem of the ¿-registers
A notion of ra-decomposibility of the ¿-registers will be introduced. Let R k (k > 2) be a class of all the ¿-registers generating of only periodic sequences. Then a ¿-register R k € R k is said to be n-decomposable (n > 1) if and only if there are the numbers ¿J, ¿2,..., ¿ m (i)> (1 < i < n, 1 < kj < k for all 1 < j < m(t)) and the sequential nets of shift-registers SNki such that
If there exists a sequence ¿ such that m = m(i') and kj = kj (kj = kj < k) for all 1 < j < m and 1 < i < n such that the condition (1) holds then 2 To extend the domain Dj of the function / on the whole set A kl+m it is sufficient to put f(yi,.. .,»*!+!!>) = a for som e a such that a ^ f(y[,..., J/t 1+m ) with yi ^ y[ for Rk is said to be uniformly (uniformly strongly) n-decomposable of the type ..., km). On the other hand is not n-decomposable for arbitrary n > 1.
Remark 5.1. If we extend the class SAfj; assuming that the feedback functions can be partial then it is possible to introduce a notion of weak n-decomposibility of the /¡¡-registers. In this case a few components can be simply the /^-registers (with periodic feedback functions). For example, the 3-register R'3 from Example 5.1 is weakly 2-decomposable. Really R[, is decom- 
